FRIYDAY, JANUARY 15
JOE’S CAFE  LARGE NORTH HALL
1150 COMMERCIAL DRIVE, VANCOUVER
7PM

SPEAKERS:
> MAMDOH ASHIR, IRAQI-CANADIAN & MUSLIM COMMUNITY SOCIAL JUSTICE ORGANIZER
> AZZA ROJBI, TUNISIAN SOCIAL JUSTICE ACTIVIST. MAWO EXECUTIVE MEMBER
> ALI YEREVANI, POLITICAL EDITOR OF FIRE THIS TIME NEWSPAPER

MOBILIZATION AGAINST WAR & OCCUPATION - MAWO
WWW.MAWOVANCOUVER.ORG

FREE PUBLIC FORUM

SAUDI ARABIA HANDS OFF THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA!

Bombing & killing people in Yemen, Inciting war in Syria and Iraq, Occupying Bahrain, Creating Daesh, Killing religious leaders, Provoking Iran, What is Saudi Arabia pursuing in the region?